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The Gateway to the Sea of Cortés
story and photos by EnriqueVargas

DISAPPEAR on an endless white sand
beach or RELAX and do nothing at all —
get reacquainted with your INNER SELF
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he soul of La Paz was
born from conflict, a
blend of diverse cultures
and a rich heritage. In the early
WELCOME FROM THE

MAYOR OF LA PAZ:
I warmly welcome you to the same bay discovered by Hernan Cortés, General Captain of the
New Spain, on noon of May 3, 1535. I am
confident that you will find in our town of La Paz
the kind of peace only nature can provide you as
the beauty of our beaches merges with the
serenity of the surrounding desert and mountain
ranges. Representative people from all the varied
cultures of Baja are found in La Paz, offering their
original simplicity and historic richness to the
town’s long standing tradition of hospitality and
kindness towards visitors.
Modern tourist developments, a tranquil town
square and numerous shopping centers make up
the face of La Paz. We are working hard to
preserve its unique beauty by restoring the fabled
boardwalk and historic square for the enjoyment
of national and foreign visitors.
We pride ourselves as a community moving

XVI century, on May 3rd, 1535, Hernan Cortés
first arrived at what is now La Paz, naming it Villa de
la Santa Cruz. Cortés proceeded to mount several
attempts to conquer the Peninsula, but due to shortages of food
and water and ferocious attacks by the local peoples, his efforts
failed. History attests that Baja Californianos always resisted being
conquered by force. Only the missionaries were successful in
taming this land by means of their spiritual energies.
The surrounding waters of La Paz were first named the
Bermejo Sea, their many moods accented by intense colors
ranging from azure blue to crimson. La Paz “The Peace” received
its modern name from Sebastian Vizcaino, who established his
base in La Paz in 1596 while circumnavigating the peninsula on
exploratory expeditions. It was during these daring adventures
that Vizcaino realized the economical importance of California´s
lands and seas. His observations compare well with the significant
role Baja California plays today in touristic, investment and
economic forums.
Having once been a Jesuit mission that failed as a result of
Indian revolts, disease and its relative isolation, La
Paz´s early beginnings were truly inauspicious. The
hurricane of 1829 nearly wiped out Loreto, then the
capital of Baja California. La Paz began its
emergence shortly after the near total destruction of Loreto caused the transfer of the
State seat to reside in La Paz. This new
energy combined with a strong black
pearl industry and La Paz thrived
until the 1930s when the oyster

forward to the future without losing sight of our
roots and traditions. We are forging ahead as
responsible developers with a firm commitment
to protect and preserve our natural surroundings.
For all we have to offer, I thank you for
visiting our home of Sea, Sun and Desert; a
safe and friendly place where you will appreciate our diverse culinary, cultural and natural
resources. I invite you to come and enjoy the
peace of La Paz.
Cordially,
Prof. Victor Manuel Castro Cosió
Mayor of La Paz
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beds were destroyed by disease. Decades of economic
decline ensued until the completion of the transpeninsular highway in 1973, bringing commerce to La Paz once
again and catapulting it toward economic wealth as the
capital of the State of Baja California Sur.

History attests that Baja
“Californianos
always resisted
being conquered by force. Only the
MISSIONARIES were successful in
taming this land by means of
their spiritual energies.

”
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CLOCKWISE FROM TOP: When the sun dips below
the horizon, La Paz comes to life. • The Bay of La Paz
offers a safe and protected anchorage for all types of
vessels. • Several marinas offer full services to
transient and local yacht owners. • Pueblo-style
architecture emanates the casual lifestyle found in
the new Marina Costa Baja development. OPPOSITE
PAGE TOP: The newly remodeled pier marks the
center of town and provides a romantic place from
which to view the city. OPPOSITE CENTER: A couple
shares a romantic moment while enjoying
happy hour along the waterfront.
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Traditional Mexican hospitality and
charm makes La Paz a town worth
exploring. La Paz is a warm and emerging city, a tranquil
destination rich in natural gifts. A casual atmosphere pervades the
city, providing a place where lovers can enjoy a romantic stroll
along the seaside boardwalk amidst fiery sunsets. Throughout
town, mornings are filled with joggers, bicyclists and locals enjoying
a fresh breakfast in one of the numerous restaurants in the commercial area or on the seaside “malécon”. Choices are diverse,
ranging from the traditional Mexican buffet to gourmet French
cuisine, all including a cup of rich, hot coffee, salad and fresh fruit.
Shopping is a thrill with boutiques and department stores
offering bargains from clothing “a la mode” to brand name perfumes
and shoes. But nothing compares to the original works of local
artisans who create unique pieces of art from regional materials
including traditional wood furniture, textiles with marine and terrestrial motifs, jewelry, scented candles, handmade pottery, carved
wood statues in the form of marlins or dolphins and the inspired
works in furniture and souvenirs designed by the people of Paisajes
de Sudcalifornia. If you are interested in Baja’s visual art, then step
into the La Esquina del Arte (Art’s corner) Gallery, one of the first
fine art galleries on the Baja peninsula to display outstanding original
works from plastic to photography, engraving and sculpture.
The downtown area offers an interesting stroll from the main square
cathedral to a park with a “kiosko”where people play Bingo and families
enjoy delicious ice cream. You can visit the Youth Institute, a museum
that holds the story of southern Baja. In the “mercados”, you will find
fresh fish, pork and fine meats, fresh vegetables and fruits as well as traditional toys. Don’t be afraid to ask the “marchanta” for a discount.
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CASUAL ATMOSPHERE
“Apervades
the city, providing a
place where lovers can enjoy
ROMANTIC MOMENTS along
the seaside boardwalk
amidst fiery sunsets.

”
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CLOCKWISE FROM TOP: A young snorkeler eyes a playful sea lion pup exploring the sea floor. • Whale sharks frequent the Bay of La Paz and
the surrounding islands when plankton is plentiful, allowing divers to interact with the gentle creatures. • Tropical fish flourish on the seamounts
and shallow reefs. • Occasionally, giant Pacific Mantas can be observed in the waters surrounding the local islands. • Lobsters huddle together
at the entrance to their protective cave.
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La Paz is home to world-class diving
around its five islands and numerous
seamounts. The Sea of Cortés is home for countless species of
marine plants and animals, forming such a unique ecosystem that it
was baptized by Jacques Cousteau as “The Aquarium of the World.”
Dotted with underwater mountains and canyons, the Sea of Cortés
circulates huge amounts of nutrient-enriched water, producing seasonally heavy plankton blooms that in turn contribute to the massive
diversity of tropical and pelagic fish found throughout its waters.
The southernmost islands belonging to the municipality of La
Paz contain five major islands. From north to south, the islands of
San José, Las Animas, San Francisco, Espíritu Santo and Cerralvo are
nourished by the mist rising from the warm waters of the Sea of
Cortés. These surrounding islands and several local sea mounts are
recognized around the world for the quality of the scuba diving and
close encounters with large pelagics are frequent. Schooling hammerheads, massive whale sharks, tunas, groupers, moray eels, giant
mantas and sea lions are all common to these areas.

The southern Sea of Cortés contains one
of the world’s richest marine environments.The Baja Peninsula is surrounded by two seas of
extraordinary richness: the Pacific Ocean and the Sea of Cortés.
Each Sea possesses different oceanic characteristics and embraces
unique marine environments of sea life that contrast with the
desert, island and mountain flora and fauna. Marine eco-tour and
adventure travel activities on both coasts offer diverse adventures
and exciting experiences. Whale watching, island camping and
trekking, scuba diving, sportfishing, sea kayaking, seabird
watching, sailboarding and surfing are some of the activities that
can be part of your visit.
La Paz possesses a geographically fortunate position,
allowing visitors to travel quite easily to the west to the shores
and islands of the Pacific Ocean or east toward the islands
scattered throughout the Sea of Cortés. Three and a half hours
drive from La Paz on the Pacific Coast is the coastal lagoon of
Magdalena bay. The bay has narrow openings to the Pacific
Ocean through which the tide flushes sea water in and out,
bringing nutrients and oxygen to its diverse marine inhabitants.
The water becomes a soup of minute organisms and fishes, which
in turn attracts seabirds of many species during the winter
months. Paddling by sea kayak through the mangrove canals of
the calm and sunny lagoon is one of the best ways to relax and
discover the numerous birds of Magdalena Bay.
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The Sea of Cortés is home for
“COUNTLESS
SPECIES of marine
plants and animals, forming
such a unique ecosystem that it
was baptized as the
“AQUARIUM OF THE WORLD”
by Jacques Cousteau.

”

Every year in the months of January to late March, the California gray whales come to perpetuate the magical ritual of
reproduction. After having journeyed 5,000 miles from the frigid,
nutrient-rich waters of the Bering Sea off Alaska, the whales birth
their calves in the protected warm water lagoons found in southern
Baja. Mating and nursing behavior can be closely observed aboard
licensed vessels driven by local Mexican fishermen who were born
in the vicinity of the lagoons. Magdalena Bay is the southernmost
of the three main calving lagoons and is closest to La Paz. Visitors
can be transported by car to the lagoons and visit for the day. Or
you may choose to stay in a local hotel in Puerto San Carlos or join
expeditions led by La Paz outfitters and camp on the islands that
surround the bay.
In addition to the Gray Whale calving migration to the Pacific’s
three major warm-water lagoons, the southern Sea of Cortés
provides shelter for more than eight hundred species of fish of
which more than half are reef dwellers. The powerful tides,
generated by fierce ocean currents, continually mix with the rich
nutrient supply originating nearly 800 miles north from the
Colorado River. Intense turbulence and water renewal all work
together to activate the food chain. As a result, it comes as no
surprise to find such extraordinary biological abundance and
diversity, so much that the richness found in the Sea of Cortés is
unequaled in other seas of similar size. Dense plankton swarms
attract many species of filter feeding whales including the Blue,
Gray and Humpback whales, giant mantas and whale sharks.
Toothed whales, such as pilot whales, orcas and sperm whales
transit the southern Sea of Cortés annually in search of food.
Several dolphin pods reside in the area and are extremely predictable, appearing near vessels to playfully surf the waves left
behind. Sea lion colonies lure thousands of watersports enthusiasts
who congregate in La Paz, attracted by the opportunity of interacting with these friendly creatures.
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La Paz is the gateway to some of the
finest big-game fishing on the planet. For
variety, quantity and quality of fish, the waters surrounding Isla
Espíritu Santo and the Las Arenas/Cerralvo Island area are justifiably renowned. Each different season brings with it a changing
menu of big-game species including marlin, sailfish, yellowtail,
tuna, dorado, wahoo, grouper, pargo, cabrilla, roosterfish and
more. Whether you prefer traditional big-game fishing, are a lighttackle enthusiast, or are one of the growing numbers of saltwater fly
fishermen, you will find what you are looking for in La Paz. The
proximity of deep-water canyons and seamounts makes these fish
available with a minimum of travel time from shore. The La Paz
sportfishing fleet features boats from comfortable cabin cruisers to
fast pangas, offering day and multi-day liveaboard fishing charters
at very affordable rates.

Still a relatively undiscovered resort
destination, La Paz possesses boundless
natural resources. Paceños laid-back manner maintains
an authentic small town ambiance that separates it from the more
highly developed mega-resorts found throughout Mexico. La Paz is
unspoiled, safe and inviting, providing relaxing strolls along its
seaside waterfront amidst fiery sunsets. Here you can indulge in
delicious local cuisine and dance until the wee hours. Or explore
historic museums and shop for authentic Mexican arts and crafts.
Nice cool air in the winter months permits sea kayakers to paddle
the tranquil turquoise blue waters of the islands, particularly
Espíritu Santo Island, revered for its solitary white sand beaches
and secluded coves. You can snorkel "Los Islotes", the friendliest sea
lion colony on Earth, or scuba dive with hammerhead sharks and
giant mantas. Others more adventurous may prefer longer multiday paddle journeys which start in Loreto and travel down the coast
into the islands of La Paz. On these tours, you will kayak alongside
friendly dolphins and whales or beach comb in the tranquil bays
and experience the hospitality of warm and friendly local
fisherman, for whom the natural wonders are part of their everyday
16

waters surrounding
“IslaTheEspíritu
Santo and the
Las Arenas/Cerralvo Island
area are RENOWNED for
their variety of GAMEFISH.

”

life. Another favorite is an afternoon hike through the desert
canyons to enjoy a dramatic, fiery red sunset, watching pelicans as
they dive for sardines.
The beaches surrounding La Paz are a big attraction, all of them
possessing beautiful white, soft sand. The most ideal beaches for sun
bathing are those located on the road to Pichilingue, near La Paz’s
commercial dock and ferry terminal. Puerto Balandra is a saltwater
lagoon and boasts eight unspoiled bays with spectacular beaches,
including the famous “mushroom rock” located at Playa Balandra.
Tecoloté Beach is one of the largest in the area and faces Espíritu
Santo (Holy Spirit) Island. Most beaches possess casual amenities
ranging from palapas, restrooms and showers to restaurants, bars
and eco-tour companies offering watersports rental equipment.
The Pacific Ocean to the west of La Paz has beautiful, seemingly
endless white sand shorelines with good surfing breaks at Todos
Santos, Pescadero and Cerritos, all of which are only an hour’s drive
from downtown La Paz.
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OPPOSITE LEFT: Aboard Eclipse tres, Captain Tom Sparrow
and his extended family spend a great part of the year
touring the islands of the Sea of Cortés. • A couple takes
a sunset stroll on the miles long boardwalk. • La Paz is
renowned for its variety of sportfish including sailfish, tuna,
dorado and yellowtail. THIS PAGE, CLOCKWISE FROM TOP:
Gliding on a silver sea, a windsurfer taking advantage of
the late afternoon winds. • La Paz enjoys the reputation of
having some of the most vibrant and fiery sunsets found
anywhere. • Off-road racing has become a very popular
activity having grown in participation over the years out of
the success of the Baja 1000.
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The surrounding desert is an intriguing,
unique and extremely beautiful ecosystem
full of endless surprises. Over centuries, the desert flora
and fauna evolved endemic characteristics due to their relative
isolation. Strange looking valleys of sentinel-like cardon, primitive
cirios, elephant trees and thorny chollas make for some of the 4,000
different plants that form the spiny green carpet on the sandy earth.
Many resident birds and migratory species are found here as they
winter and pass by on their migration to southern locations. Hawks,
wrens, woodpeckers, the great roadrunner, the Xantus Hummingbird
and the Gray Thrasher are common sights. Desert Bighorn, foxes,
coyotes, pumas, desert mice and squirrels are abundant.
Just south of the city, at the edge of the Tropic of Cancer, stands
the Sierra de la Laguna. This jagged mountainous mass, declared a
biosphere reserve in June of 1994, rises to an altitude of almost
2,200 meters, encompassing an extraordinary Darwinian paradise
of birds and endemic plants. Its climate and vegetation change dramatically relative to the elevation. From sea level to 400 meters, the
xerophilous brushwood prevails; from 400 to 1,200 meters, the
driest of the semi-arid climates predominates, with the characteristic semi-deciduous forest, scattered with plants not found in other
parts of the peninsula. From 1,200 meters to the highest peaks, the
temperate climate and the abundance of rainfall favor the undisputed kingdom of pines and piñon-oaks. As you ascend the sierras,
the landscape transforms radically, with sudden streams flowing
into crystalline pools.
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Over centuries, the desert
“FLORA
and FAUNA evolved
endemic characteristics due to
their relative isolation.

”

Here you can discover ancient cave paintings in the canyons or
venture into challenging mountain bike terrain. Thousands of years
ago, a primitive tribe of hunters and gatherers created countless
rupestrian paintings in caves and gorges depicting life size human
figures, hunting scenes, families, animals and even what appear to
be extraterrestrials. The largest concentration of this spectacular
prehistoric art is found in the Sierra de San Francisco and
Guadalupe, however, hiking through the numerous ravines and
streambeds of the south allows visitors to discover many of these
astonishing sites near La Paz.

TOP LEFT: After the summer rains, the desert explodes to life in a
flurry of colors. RIGHT: Baja California provides a prime habitat for
many species of hawks, owls and falcons. In areas of few or no trees,
birds of prey will use the top of an agave bloom from which to hunt.
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B E A C H R E S O RT

THE JEWEL
OF THE EAST CAPE

US RESERVATIONS OFFICE:

130 27 Street • Chula Vista, CA 91911
(800) 752-3555
www.hotelbuenavista.com
email: info@hotelbuenavista.com
TH

La Paz offers a wide variety of fine
dining and after hour’s experiences. Every

ABOVE RIGHT: Having just remodeled the entire bar to look like a
centuries old cantina, Peter Sparrow, owner of Tequila’s, celebrates
another fun evening with friends and family. ABOVE: Founder of Buffalos
and master BBQ chef Carlos Valdez is all motion as he prepares fine
cuts of beef and seafood using different marinades and specially
selected woods to impart savory flavors to the fare. BELOW: Let the
wine tasting begin! Sampling unique international wines at Buffalos is
as easy as asking to see the “cellar”. Carolyne is all smiles as a private
reserve bottle of Rioja is poured into her waiting glass.

style of fare imaginable is available from traditional Mexican to
Japanese, Italian, Chinese, Swiss, French and more. A favorite local
bar is Tequila’s, newly remodeled to make you feel you are in a
centuries old tequila bar in Guadalajara. Serving great food and
offering a large selection of fine sipping Tequila’s is owner Peter
Sparrow’s trademark. As the night wears on, the music turns up
and Tequila’s transforms into a more vibrant club enjoyed by locals
and tourists alike. If your taste is for fine barbecued fare, Buffalo’s
is a “must indulge”. Owner Carlos Valdez is a master BBQ chef and
uses several different woods to impart the incredible flavors onto
his prime cuts of fish and beef. Ask Carlos to pull one of his old
Spanish Rioja’s out of the “cellar” and order “Andrea’s surf and
turf ” sampler plate (not on the menu) comprised of the finest fillets
of fish, scallops, calamari and Sonoran beef and he’ll soon have
your taste buds in a frenzy. Buffalo’s is somewhat pricey but is
worth every dollar as you’ll not ever forget the place. Several new
quality restaurants have opened up in the new Marina Costa Baja
commercial plaza including La Gula and Bismark, offering
wonderful cuisine overlooking the tranquil waterfront. The new
marina is quickly filling with yachts from around the world,
making it the new place to see and be seen. Other fine eateries
include El Taste, La Panga at Marina Palmira, La Divina Uva, Le
Bistro Français, Bismark II, La Belle Epoque and La Pasta to name
a few. After hours there are many different clubs, cafés and bars that
cator to a wide range of tastes from Latin Rock to Jazz to a quiet
romantic respite on the malécon that stretches for miles fronting
the beautiful Bay of La Paz.

Throughout its history, La Paz has endured numerous conquerors,
pirates, missionaries and entrepreneurs, creating a flowery past full of
risk, daring and lore. Today, La Paz is a modern, safe and tranquil destination with a comparatively high standard of living. Bathed by the
warm waters of the Sea of Cortés, its name
signifies its historical essence and surrounds a city
of unparalleled charm, offering unlimited adventures
and magical sunsets day after day.

www.vivalapaz.com
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